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I too was reading all this stuff about transparency and wondered "did the clients change somewhere in the last
few years? I want to thank you for the information you shared through your book, it has transformed my
thinking about profit and mark up. The basics presented in your book are applicable to any business. August,
Hello, I have purchased almost all of you online classes including your proposal estimator and I am having
great success with everything. August, Big fan of your blog, systems, and books - I own both books and
multiple systems you sell July, awesome response and support July, I have started a small specialty
construction business and I want to make sure I get off on the right foot and make sure im profitable and
moving in the right direction. July, There is so much content on your website I do not know where to start.
June, thanks for your help really enjoying the material you produce. June, I just got the book and in the first
few pages I had to let you know I love your mindset thus far. I just want to absorb the book in one sitting.
June, We appreciate all the two of you do! June, I have read your book markup and profit numerous times and
used it as the cornerstone for my business. June, Thank you for all you are doing to support contractors like
myself. June, Thanks for your help really enjoying the material you produce. June, You guys are awesome as
always! May, It was a pleasure meeting you guys, we learned so much and are so glad we came out to the
workshop. May, Thank You for all the information you share, it has been extremely helpful. May, Anyway,
thank you for all you do May, I have been a faithful follower of your teachings. I believe every word you say
or write as its been proven to me many times not the sharpest knife in the drawer. May, All we learned during
the workshop has tremendously helped us towards doing things in the right way. We still have a longggggg
way to go, but we are slowly putting your advice into practice. We really appreciate your help. May, Michael
advised me when I was having a difficult client. He has a great knack for understanding where people stand
and I think he has helped many honest contractors go from losing money to having a decent life. I think the
biggest change I was able to make was to not be focused on price. To be focused on professional service and
professional work. People will pay for that. May, The quality of education he presents is exceptional. April, I
really just wanted to say thank you. I know I am on the right track thanks to all of your help and the products
you push on your website. I also just bought the proposal writer and it works great! April, I just wanted to say
thanks for all you do. Thank you so much! Saved my business for sure! I in turn continue to promote you and
your systems to many of my colleagues and friends. April, I read every one of your newsletters that come
across my email. I believe yours is the only one I can say that for! March, I want to thank you for your time. I
also want to thank you and Mr. Stone for your wisdom and direction. March, Thank you so much for this
relevant information!! We are just going through some issues with payment and troublesome clients so I am so
grateful for this information. As a first-time business owner, I have been struggling with accounting and
contracting issues and I find the newsletter articles very helpful. Thank you again for the wonderful
information. March, The latest newsletter post is worth its weight in gold. March, I am really getting energized
about making my business profitable. Thank you for the inspiration and motivation i. March, Thank you for a
terrific 2 day seminar! I really enjoyed meeting you in person and glad to have that opportunity with your
Denver seminar. March, This is the only newsletter that I actually read when it hits my inbox - I have
unsubscribed from all the others. Each article that Michael Stone writes is a pleasure to read. Even though they
are about a different industry than I am in - the principle of each article always applies to all business
including mine. So I just wanted to say thank you for the articles and the good business principles. March, Fast
Track Estimating Program rocks! February, As always you are awesome. Thank you for all your hard work.
Your books are really life changing, if your readers are happy to look at the mirror and implement necessary
changes miracles start happening. February, This class was informative and gave us an idea of what we need
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to do in order to push our company in a positive direction. I own both of your books, have purchased an online
course of yours, and read dozens of your posts. I really appreciate your approach in education. February,
Thanks Michael! I just finished listening to your three hour seminar as part of my continuing education
requirements for my Oregon CCB. January, I am a big fan of your work. January, You guys are awesome!
January, I bought your book Markup and Profit Revised which I am loving and learning alot from January, I
read your emails every Wednesday, and they always educate me on how to run my small business. January,
Just read your brief article about estimating. I awoke this morning with a renewed sense of priority. Making
money and growing the company. Thank you again for being a voice to be listened to in our business. January,
I have been receiving your newsletters for a number of years and enjoy them immensely. I have forwarded
these to others in the industry. January, Thanks for the information in your "revisited" book! After reading
only a few chapters I have realized how much money I have been missing over the years! I can see how this
book will revolutionize my business, it is truly an answer to my prayers! December, Many thanks for all you
and Michael do. I have read your book and follow your website and email updates and find them to be
extremely helpful. December, I really liked your class and it was very informational. My son and I attended
together and had a great discussion, on the whole presentation, as we traveled home. Thanks, so much for your
input I learned some things I will definitely implement in the next year. I got a lot out of it. December,
Michael and Devon, You are changing our entire business approach December, A word of thanks I have been
reading your column for months We truly appreciate having a solid voice in the construction industry.
December, I took your class last summer and really enjoyed it. November, I just attended your 2 day class in
Omaha and I wanted to tell you Thank you again for everything you guys do! The class was very good with a
lot of ideas and ways to make my business better. I really appreciate you guys!!! November, I attended the
Markup and Profit class in Omaha this week. We have a LOT of work to do, but we are excited we finally
have a direction and plan to follow. November, I recently finished the online Mark-up and Profit class and
learned so much; we know we are not charging enough! November, I stumbled across your guys website when
I was looking for estimating information and proper mark-up for the construction industry; I really love how
simple and common sense most of it is. November, Thanks for being such a great business man and sharing all
your experiences. I have bought a lot of your books and love getting your newsletters. October, As the saying
goes "if I knew then what I know now" I would have read both books and attended this most valuable training
class 11 years ago before I started my business. This training should be taught in college for anyone
considering a career in construction. Thank you both for sharing your experiences, knowledge and truly
helping the little guy. October, We want you to know how blessed we have already been by your 2 day class.
Although it felt like we got punched right in the gut, it was exactly what we needed to head into the right
direction.
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Chapter 2 : Labor Rate for Construction
The most trusted construction cost estimating source in North America for over 70 Years. Brought to you by Gordian,
RSMeans Â® provides accurate and up-to-date cost information that helps owners, architects, engineers, contractors
and others to precisely project and control the cost of both new building construction and renovation projects.

The hourly rate in Seattle area for a job foreperson is probably different than the hourly rate in San Francisco,
Phoenix, or Bismarck, North Dakota. I want to encourage all of you to do the math for your employees to be
sure that the rate per hour you put on your estimate sheet is the amount of money that person is costing you
when they set foot on a job. Again, this is not about what you are paying them; it is about what they cost you.
You can make this process as easy or difficult as you want to. I will share a quick and easy way to set the rate
per hour that should go on your estimate sheets. What else is there? Well, there are all kinds of local, state and
federal requirements. Other costs you might be incurring can be a flat sum; for instance, health care premiums.
In the state of Washington, 1. Not so in California, where you usually need at least 1. If I wanted to go through
all the donkey work of calculating payroll taxes, vacation time, health plans, etc. On the other hand, if it can be
done quickly and easily, calculate the correct number for your business. There are two easy ways to do it. One
is to ask your bookkeeper or CPA to figure it out. They know your employee expenses and should be able to
come up with a burden rate. The other is to use our Markup Calculator to calculate a labor rate. To calculate
for estimating purposes, set all overhead expenses to zero, delete all support staff, no markup on materials and
no profit percent. The simple answer is that you should be the highest paid mechanic in your shop. Why is it
important to know the burdened labor rate when you estimate your work? When you calculate your markup
there are three important cost categories - your estimated job costs, your estimated overhead, your profit
needs. Every cost incurred by your business needs to be included in either your job costs or your overhead
expenses. The labor burden cost is the one that often falls through the cracks. The biggest error in estimating
projects is almost always labor. This can come in two forms, the first being a miscalculation of the amount of
time a particular job will take to do. The other one is using inaccurate labor rates for the people working on the
job. Your focus then shifts to price instead of selling quality, value and service. You want to be focused on
sales, at a profit. Calculate your numbers and use them. Lewis Subscribe Now to receive our Wednesday
morning newsletter Email.
Chapter 3 : RS Means Labor Rates for the Construction Industry
Labor Rates for the Construction Industry provides a quick, convenient way to obtain current union wage rates for every
major metropolitan area in the United States and Canada.

Chapter 4 : Industry Standard Labor Rate for Construction
RSMeans Building Construction Cost Data to local labor costs by individual trades. Historic wage rates that were in
effect on July 1, and are included for each city, while a five-year national average for estimating labor cost trends is also
provided.

Chapter 5 : Construction Wages, Hourly Wage Rate | PayScale
Calculate the number of hours they will have on that job times $27 to determine your total labor cost, then apply a
markup of (or whatever the correct markup is for your business). You'll be quoting a total price to the customer, not an
hourly rate, but your effective labor rate is $/hour.
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Chapter 6 : Labor Rates for the Construction Industry | RSMeans data
This section presents data for the industry on the number of workplace fatalities and the rates of workplace injuries and
illnesses per full-time workers in construction. An injury or illness is considered to be work-related if an event or
exposure in the work environment either caused or contributed to the resulting condition or.

Chapter 7 : Construction Wages, Hourly Wage Rate | PayScale United Kingdom
Construction Laborers Perform tasks involving physical labor at construction sites. May operate hand and power tools of
all types: air hammers, earth tampers, cement mixers, small mechanical hoists, surveying and measuring equipment,
and a variety of other equipment and instruments.

Chapter 8 : Labor Rates for the Construction Industry eBook - RSMeans eBooks
About RSMeans Online. Whether planning, budgeting or estimating, RSMeans Data Online is the quickest way to find
reliable cost data on construction materials, equipment and labor.
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